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What is CORE?
Update

• A proposal for a second detector
• Located in IR8
• Interaction region design (not finalized):

• 25-35 mrad crossing angle
• High Dispersion secondary focus

• Maximum xL > 0.99 @ pT = 0
• Resolve daughter nuclei A-1

• CORE can boost luminosity by allowing 
magnets closer to IP (4m vs 5m)

• Subsystems
• Central Si Tracker (MAPS) + ion Endcap MPGD
• 2pi EMCal:  PbWO4, 2pi sampling: W-Shashlik or W-powder sampling
• Barrel DIRC, ion-side dual RICH, electron endcap LGAD TOF à la ATLAS HGTD
• Open questions:  Pre-shower for PBWO4 in barrel.  Post DIRC tracker 
• All Digitizers can be in situ: compatible with streaming readout
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ATLAS 
High Granularity Timing Detector
• ATLAS: 70 cm radius + 

interface electronics
• ALTIROC digitizer on-pixel

• CORE: Electron end-cap 
45 cm radius
• Interface electronics must

be folded to back for
CORE

• CORE implementation 
can be 15 cm thick 
sensors+readout.
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4.2 Module and layer design and assembly

4.2 Module and layer design and assembly

The HGTD detector concept is based on individual planar layers of LGAD sensors to be
fixed in front of both endcap calorimeter cryostats with active elements between 3435 and
3485 mm in z. Each layer is an independent object built on a cooling plate support disk
(discussed in Section 5), allowing for a modular design. On both sides of this cooling
plate, individual identical modules of 20 ⇥ 40 mm2 consisting of LGAD sensors, ASIC and
flex circuits will be installed. A schematic drawing of the detector is shown in Figure 4.7.
Groups of up to 19 modules constitute readout rows (see Section 4) which can be of differ-
ent lengths. The longest readout row is 546 mm and defines the most difficult constraints
for the mechanical assembly and the most stringent requirements for the flex cable charac-
teristics. The module design is described in the next section, including the ASIC to sensor
connection through bump-bonding and the design of the flex cable used to transmit the
data to the peripheral on-detector electronics. In the two following sections the general
detector layout with sensors, modules, layers and support structures is presented.

Figure 4.7: Illustration of the HGTD, showing the peripheral on-detector electronics in green and
the layout of the readout rows, containing modules mounted on the inner half-disk support plates
at R < 320 mm (dark blue), and on staves at larger radii (light blue).
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4.2.1 Module design

Components and layout
The surface of a module is 20 ⇥ 40 mm2 corresponding to a single LGAD sensor (see Sec-
tion 4.3) with two ASICs (see Section 4.4.4) bump-bonded to it. This element is then glued
with accurate positioning to the flex cable used to transfer the signals. ASIC signals and
HV for the sensor will be connected by wire-bonding the flex cables to the module. Fig-
ure 4.8 shows three modules with the different components stacked in the z direction. The
total thickness of a module is about 1 mm with the sensor, the ASIC and the flex cable con-
tributing about 300 µm each. The needed space for each component, and in particular the
curvature of the flex cable, is discussed in Section 4.2.3.

Figure 4.8: Schematic drawing of two adjacent modules on the top side and one on the bottom side
of the cooling plate; the modules are mounted on thin support plates. The first flex cable is folded,
while the others are straight.

ASIC-sensor interconnection
The interconnection of the sensor to the front-end chip is a critical procedure of the detec-
tor assembly process. Each sensor channel is DC-coupled to the corresponding readout
channel on the ASIC through a small (typically 80 µm diameter) solder ball. The complete
hybridisation process, called bump-bonding, consists of under-bump metallization (UBM)1

(of sensor and ASIC pads, to prepare them for soldering), solder bump deposition (on the
ASIC) and flip-chip. The R&D effort, presented below, is being carried out by dedicated
groups within the HGTD community. For the full HGTD production phase, a combination
of private companies and ATLAS institutions is foreseen to share the workload. Suitable

1 Some investigations are in progress to evaluate the possibility to use Au bumps which will not necessitate
UBM process
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Figure 4.11: Cross section of the entire HGTD vessel including two active layers installed on the
cooling plates, the front and back covers, and the moderator. An extra 20 mm moderator is located
outside the vessel in close contact with the endcap cryostat.

Support structure
To assemble the individual detector layers, the detector modules will be installed on the
highly conductive support plates made of carbon fibre and graphite foam with embedded
cooling pipes, inspired by the future ATLAS and CMS trackers. These disks will be di-
vided in two halves, in a way that will allow for an easier mounting and dismounting of
the HGTD, even in the event of having the beam pipe in place during installation. The
modules will be attached to both sides of the support plates and safely locked by using one
screw-pin. The half-disks, staves and modules can be seen in Figure 4.7. An appropriate
loading device will be used to guarantee the module alignment and its x-y positioning on
the support plate. The flatness and roughness of the plate have to allow the gluing of the
modules with the best reachable thermal conductivity.

The support plates will be enclosed by pultruded carbon fibre U-shaped rings which will
be the direct interface with the global support (HGTD cold vessel and its central tube) to
allow screwing, positioning and alignment with the ATLAS coordinates system.

The moderator is discussed in detail in Section 5.3.
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Collaboration
• We are a small group, but enthusiastic
• Looking for volunteers to pick up the effort on incorporation into Fun4All:  (Update from 

B. Schmookler)
• Looking for advisors for each CORE subsystem.

• Effort less than “Convenor”
• Verify our design and performance parameters (e.g. for FastMC) are reasonable.

• Guidance needed on critical topics for simulations
• Call for proposals gives some requirements
• Identify physics topics that highlight capability and complementarity of CORE

• CORE subsystem specification nearly complete 
• Detectors: P. Nadel-Turonski
• Magnet: P. Brindza

• Meeting this week with EIC Project Leaders
• Costing guidelines
• Review process after Dec 1

• Si-tracking, PID, LGAD, Hcal.. consortia exist independent of detector collaborations
• Looking to form a Dual RICH consortium.
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Discussion


